---> I wanted also to send you today, some screen shot of the Route & Halt Solution, it
is a very simple but very convenient solution, which help me to input a route directly in
my GPS, but in this route I have planned every possible halt on the highway.

Because when I drive, I always like to know in advance, where I could possibly halt, and
when I don't want to halt, I just skip next point on my GPS.
And obviously you can't do that directly with your GPS.
You need a real desktop solution to do that.
One half of the solution is to be a smart user of Google Maps,
and the other half was to develop a solution on FileMaker.

---> I like to develop dummies proof interface based on Nested Portal
+ Buttons + Script Triggered; and I create an minimalistic Custom Menu Bar
with Edit + WindowS + ModuleS (quickly jump to one section to another
section of the solution) Capabilities but no more.

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/50.4140,-4.2247/50.415144,-3.842536/50.6408,-3.562759/
50.716933,-3.464808/50.916431,-3.35486/50.97769,-3.148485/51.1049,-2.9957/
51.269568,-2.923567/51.511567,-2.159438/51.449353,-1.310432/51.425691,-1.035839/
51.491914,-0.547804/51.305222, -0.405292/51.3903,-0.1127/&hl=en

https://goo.gl/maps/YUzrT

---> You can find this example of ExecuteSQL ( SELECT ..... FROM ..... ),
which pull out an URL from google map in order to display a route
store in the Route & Halt Solution.
The point is that I call the field directly from the Schema
and then I look what is before the double column and
what is after the double column in order the write my SQL correctly.
---> So you will be able to rename your FileMaker afterwards
and your SQL statement won't break.

---> You can find this example of ExecuteSQL ( SELECT ..... FROM ..... ),
which pull out an XML File in order to get this route in my Navigon GPS Device
---> The point is that I write all my XML in a regular FM Text Field
and I use Troi File to pull out this Field as a Text File :
the File Path is always the same + the File Name is calculated
so I don’t get any save as dialog each time

